
Cardinal App



Long after the final test are taken and their 
graduation caps have been tossed in the air, 
alumni may find your themselves wandering to 
friends they have made and acquaintances they 
me during their education.

As new responsibilities and commitments may 
pull them in different directions, it can be 
difficult to stay connected and keep touch with 
classmates. Moreover, they may find 
themselves wondering if it's even necessary to 
do so. It might take a little extra effort to 
maintain those connections post-graduation, 
but staying in touch with classmates provides 
many benefits, both personally and 
professionally.

The Problem



Solution: “A social media just for 
us”.

Connect, Network, Reminisce
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Advantages of 
Solution

Easily stay in contact with old 

friends, classmates, and 

acquaintances.

Connect

Inquire and share employment 

opportunities and projects 

amongst familiar faces.

Network

Recollect on your journey together 

and be proud of how far you have 

all come!

Reminisce
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Cardinal
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Don’t join a membership programs 
because enrollment process is too long

Want a unique experiences for being a
member of a member-based organization,

such as VIP treatment, for example

Respond positively when the content they
receive is tailored to their cultural interests

would join a membership program if they
are offered an incentive.
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Why Launch Cardinal?



Alumni of York College simply sign up where they are 

asked to input their name, date of birth, the last 4 digits 

of their social security, and  their graduating class year. 

Cardinal will then search through the York College data 

base to locate the alumni. After which they will have full 

access to the Cardinal’s features.

Caridnal hosts a variety of services for our Alumni such 

as a job board where they may post recent job 

openings, upcoming events, a post forum where they 

may discuss topics amongst each other, the ability to 

claim their Alumni Card, and the opportunity to enroll 

into a Mentorship program for current students of York 

College

How does it work?
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Multipurpose Template

BUSINESS REPORT 8

http://durdygirdy.net/

Norris Girdy – Design Consultant

Cardinal App Team


